
 

🌹🌹THE SHIDDUCH CHECKLIST 

🌹🌹THE PERFECT PERSON 
Generations ago, the matchmaking scene was totally different. Women looked for a 
G-d fearing kind man, and a good provider. Men looked for a warm nurturing 
woman, who would raise their kids with love, affection, and maintain a happy home. 

Today, the challenge is to not only find the above, but to look for our ‘Soulmate’. 

A soulmate is not just a Nurturer but a partner in marriage that can fulfil our 
emotional, spiritual and physical needs. They must have not only good 
communication skills, but also find the humour in everyday life, be patient with kids, 
intelligent enough to make smart decisions, be very responsible and reliable, and be 
honest. He/she needs to be balanced in their religiousness. No extremes. In 
addition, they must be Street Smart, Ambitious, Loyal and Authentic. They need to 
be emotionally stable and have a good job. They should be Involved in the 
community, and also be a family person! Some are looking for 7 people in one! 

 🌹🌹REALITY CHECK 
Realistically no one can have ALL the above qualities. That would make a perfect 
person! Perfection is found only in angels! So, let’s explore and identify ‘YOUR’ 

MOST IMPORTANT VALUES that you absolutely must have and can’t live without. 

I have come up with a formula that can help us downsize this dream list to 5, I call 
these 5 values, GOLD! Choosing 5 core values makes it more realistic and feasible. 

🌹🌹BRAINSTORMING 
Think about how you would like your ideal spouse to be. Whatever comes to your 
mind write it down. Brainstorm which means download from your mind, as much as 
you can, all the qualities that you ‘wish for’ in a spouse. Select from this long list that 
you brainstormed, only 5 Dealbreakers. These are your chosen 5 Core values that 
you need your spouse to BE or HAVE. You would not date or marry him/her if he did 
not possess these 5!  This is your GOLD. This list will serve you well in years to come. 

🌹🌹NOTE: 
Have in mind the next time you date to look out for, and check-in that your 
potential candidate, actually have these 5 selected values. Keep the list handy. 



 

🌹🌹 VALUE CHOICES 
               Select Your 5 Deal-Breakers From This List Of 20 Value Choices! 

💎💎1. EMOTIONAL STABILITY 
Are they emotionally and mentally well balanced? Are they vulnerable? Do they self-
express? Do they have emotional baggage? Does this person come from a secure, 
healthy warm family environment? What sort of a role model are their parents? Was 
there peace in their home? Are they Self-Aware? Are they emotionally low or high 
maintenance, needy, the dependant type or independent? How do they manage 
their anger? Are they short tempered have a short fuse, swear easily, or are they in 
control of their emotions? Do they say, “Big deal, Hashgocha Protis, it’s meant to be, 
it’s all for the best, it’ll all work out!”, or do they panic easily, and may have anxiety 
issues. Do they have Emotional Intelligence? Do they connect well with people? Do 
they have a 3D deep understanding about emotions and feelings? People’s person. 

💎💎2. HONESTY / INTEGRITY 
Are they Authentic and Real? Genuine? Do they have Integrity? Do they mean what 
they say? Are they loyal and trustworthy? Are they honest, someone you can fully 
trust? Or do they cut corners and try to get away with breaking the rules or the law?  

 💎💎3. SENSE OF HUMOR 
Are they more serious, or more chilled about life? Some people have a great sense 
of humour and can laugh off their problems while finding the humour in everyday 
life situations. Do people enjoy being around them? Are they light and easy-going, 
just happy and chilled nature? Do they laugh off problems and make light of things? 

💎💎4.GROWTH ORIENTED: 
Do they enjoy a good book? Are they easily inspired and like to share an inspiration? 
Are they eager to grow spiritually and emotionally? Are they open to change?  

💎💎5. RESPECT / MENTSCH 
Does this person respect everyone equally? Are they accepting of all types? Do they 
respect themselves? Are they a Mensch? Do they have good manners, and say please 
and thank you? Do they hold open the door for people? Do they shout, scream, or 
swear freely, or talk softly? Do people say of them they’re a mensch? Good name? 



💎💎6. KIND 
Does this person go out of their way for another person? Do they put other people’s 
needs ahead of their own? Are they a giving person by nature? Are they caring and 
thoughtful, loving and warm? Are they generous or a penny pincher?? Are they 
warm and affectionate? Compassionate and empathetic? Considerate of people’s 
time, space, and property? Are they sensitive? patient? tolerant? Do they judge 
people easily? Are they humble, or have an ego? Are they narsistic, all about ME?  

💎💎7. OPENMINDED 
Is this person open-minded, or stubborn and stuck in their own ways? Are they easy-
going and more flexible or is it ‘their’ way or the highway? Can they easily say, "Let's 
agree to disagree"? Do they see the bigger picture? Can appreciate other opinions?  

💎💎8. LEARNED / EDUCATED / WORLDLY 
Is this person the more studious type? Are they educated or worldly? Do they 
appreciate reading, to further their interests in any knowledge, Jewish or secular? 
Do they have a shiur at least once a week? Is Learning an area of strength or 
weakness for them? Do they have to know more than basic everyday knowledge? 

💎💎9.SMART/STREET SMART 
Are they equipped with a common sense (which is not so common!) How street 
smart or life smart are they? Can they book an airline ticket easily? Are they 
Intelligent? Can they make wise decisions? Can they budget, pay bills, and shop 
sensibly, manage a household? Do they have basic smarts to manage the home?  

💎💎10. POSITIVE/NEGATIVE, HAPPY TYPE 
Some people always see the good in every situation. They say, “It’s meant to be” or 
"Big Deal" naturally. They are able to let go of things easily and see the positive in all 
or most situations. Or is everything 'hard' for them to do? Are they always critical? 
Do they constantly complain about everything and everyone? The Schools, the 
Shuls, the Rabbis, the Govt, the Weather? Are they the Happy Positive type that 
most people are attracted to them? Are they a happy calm looking person, or not? 

💎💎11. NATURE /PERSONALITY 
Are they relaxed and laid-back type by nature, or are they high energy, action 
oriented, always on the go? Are they a ‘Chevraman type? Sociable? Are they a good 
communicator, listener, and have all the time in the world, or always in a rush? Are 
they more adventurous or the stay at home type? Would they rather relax with a 
good book, or more out-doorsy type? Do they have a loud voice or softer spoken 



💎💎12.RESPONSIBLE RELIABLE 
Are they Goal Oriented, and dependable? Are they financially secure, studying for a 
degree? Are they ambitious, self-Motivated, and Driven? Are they a Team Player? Are 
they self-disciplined? Do they have a respected position/job? Are they put-together? 
A Go-Getter? Are they driven? Are they a hard worker? Can they take on 
management positions? reliable? Are they committed type? Appreciate structure? 

💎💎13.SELF CONFIDENCE 
Do they have a good sense of self-esteem? Can you look up to this person? Do they 
have a sense of dignity? Do they have self-confidence? Good self-worth? Do they feel 
good in their own skin? Are they self-assured? Are they a quality person? Are they 
sophisticated? Classy? Do people respect them? 

💎💎14. ORGANISED / CLEAN 
Are they by nature a clean organized and clean person? Do they need everything to 
be in order, to be neat and tidy at all times? Or are they messy or sloppy by nature?  
How important is it that your spouse be clean, orderly and look well presented?  

💎💎15. FAMILY ORIENTED 
Are they into family picnics, rituals, birthdays, Family First attitude? How important 
is family to them? What is their relationship with their parents and siblings? Is it a 
good one? Do they speak well of them? What size family do they envision 
having? How important is it that they value their very own family as number one?  

💎💎18. HOBBIES / SPARE TIME 
What do they do when they have some spare time? Who do they enjoy hanging out 
with? Who are their friends? Where do they like to go to socialize? What are their 
talents, hobbies, and personal interests? What is their sense of fun and a good 
vacation?  Are they an outdoorsy adventurous type? Do they enjoy travelling? What 
do they consider fun? What do they do when they have nothing to do? 

💎💎16. YIDDISHKIET/RELIGIOUSNESS 
Does your future spouse have to value, 100% Shabbos, Kosher, T” hmp, Shomer 
Ngiah? What are your boundaries on Praying, Minyan, Code of dress/ Modesty, 
Covering hair? Describe Shabbos in your home. Is it “Open Home Policy” with lots of 
guests? How strict do you want Halacha/Jewish law in your home? Beard, type? 
Secular influences in the future, Non-Jewish music, internet? videos /movies, how 
does the Rebbe play a role in your future life? What Shul affiliation is important to 
you? Chabad? Chabad Light? Friends of Chabad? Must be involved-Shlichus? Koidesh? 
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